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The Institute for Computer Applications in Science and Engineering (ICASE)
is operated at the Langley Research Center of NASA by the Universities Space
Research Association (USRA) under a contract with the Center. USRA is a non-
profit consortium of major U. S. colleges and universities.
The Institute conducts unclassified basic research in applied mathematics,
numerical analysis, and computer science in order to extend and improve
problem solving capabilities in science and engineering, particularly in
aeronautics and space.
ICASE has a small permanent staff. Research is conducted primarily by
visiting scientists from universities and industry who have resident
appointments for limited periods of time, and by consultants. Members of
NASA's research staff also may be resident at ICASE for limited periods.
The major categories of the current ICASE research program are:
a. Numerical methods, with particular emphasis on the developement and
analysis of basic numerical algorithms;
b. Control and parameter identification problems, with emphasis on
effective numerical methods;
c. Computational problems in engineering and the physical sciences,
particularly fluid dynamics, acoustics, structural analysis, and
chemistry;
d. Computer systems and software, especially vector and parallel
computers, microcomputers, and data management.
ICASE reports are considered to be primarily preprints of manuscripts that
have been submitted to appropriate research journals or whi_ are to appear in
conference proceedings. In the next section a complete listing of ICASE
reports for the calendar years 1975 through December 1984 are given. The
final section contains journal and conference proceedings references for older
reports.
Presently, ICASE is operated at NASA Langely Research Center, Hampton,
VA 23665 under NASA Contracts No. NASI-17070 and NASI-17130. In the past,





Adams, L. M. and T. W. Crockett: Modelling a_gorithm execution lime on
processor arrays. ICASE Report No. 84-1, January 16, 1984, 22 pages.
IEEE Computer, Vol. 17, No. 7, July, 1984, pp. 38-44.
Phillips, T. N. and M. E. Rose: A finite difference scheme for the
equ2%ibrium equations of _laslic bodies. ICASE Report No. 84-2, January
24; 1984, 31 pages. To appear in SlAM J. Sci. Stat. Comput.
Hussaini, M. Y., D. A. Kopriva, M. D. Salas and T. A. Zang: Spe_ methods
for the Eu_r equations: Fourier m_hods and sho_k-capturing. ICASE
Report No. 84-3, January 27, 1984, 32 pages. AIAA J., Vol. 23, No. I,
January 1985, pp. 64-70.
Hussaini, M. Y., D. A. Kopriva, M. D. Salas and T. A. Zang: Spe_ m_thods
for the E_er equations: Chebyshev methods and shock-firing. ICASE
Report No. 84-4, January 27, 1984, 31 pages. AIAA J., Vol. 23, No. 2,
January 1985, pp. 234-313.
Hall, P., M. R. Mailk and D. I. A. Poll: On the s_ab_y of an infinite
swept attachment line boundary lays. ICASE Report No. 84-5, February 7,
1984, 44 pages. Proc. Roy. Soc. London (A), Vol. 395, 1985, p. 229.
Sritharan, S. S.: D_ wings with shock-free _ross flow. ICASE Report No.
84-6, February 6, 1984, 25 pages. To appear in Quart. Appl. Math.
Lamm, P. Daniel.: Eslfmation of _continuo_ coeffi_ient_ in po_.aboli_
systemS: appli_ons to r_vo_ simeon. ICASE Report No. 84-7,
February 13, 1984, 54 pages. Submitted to SlAM J. Control Optim.
Tal-Ezer, H.: Spe_ method_ in lime for I_perbolic equations. ICASE
Report No. 84-8, February 15, 1984, 33 pages. To appear in SlAM J. Numer.
Anal.
Wong, Y. S. : Newton tXke - minimal r_idual m_hods applied to transonic flow
_zlC_:_.ions. ICASE Report No. 84-9, February 15, 1984, 32 pages. To
appear in AIAA J.
Osher, S.: Convergence of g_n_ralized MUSCL schem_s. ICASE Report No. 84-10,
February 16, 1984, 36 pages. To appear in SlAM J. Numer. Anal.
Trefethen, L. N.: Stability of finite difference mod_ containing two
boundaries or interfaces. ICASE Report No. 84-11, March 18, 1984, 46
pages. To appear in Math. Comp.
Sritharan, S. S. and Smith, P. W.: On the grid generation methods by harmonic
mapping on p_ane and curved surfaces. ICASE Report No. 84-12, March 19,
1984, 22 pages. Submitted to J. Comput. Phys.
Ito, K.: An i_¢rative method for indefin_e systems of _in_ar equations.
ICASE Report No. 84-13, April 2, 1984, 21 pages. Submitted to SlAM J.
Numer. Anal.
Adams, L. M. and H. F. Jordan: IS SOR color-b£ind?. ICASE Report No. 84-14,
May 21, 1984, 39 pages. To appear in SlAM J. Sci. Statist. Comput.
Gatski, T. B. and C. E. Grosch: A numerical study of the two- and three-
dimensiona% unsteady Navier-Stok_s equations in v_o_i£y-vorgicity
variables using compac£ difference schemes. ICASE Report No. 84-15, May
22, 1984, 20 pages. Lecture Notes in Physics, No. 218, (Soubbaramayer and
J. P. Boujot, eds.), Springer-Verlag, 1984, Proc. of 9th Intl. Conference
on Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Saclay, France, pp. 235-239.
Hafez, M. M. and Phillips, T. N.: A modified l_ast squares formulation for a
system of first-order equalions. ICASE Report No. 84-16, May 29, 1984, 21
pages. To appear in IMACS J. Numer. Math.
Hall, P.: The Gorll_r vortex instabgU_ mechanism in three-dimensiona%
boundary _ay_%s. ICASE Report No. 84-17, June 6, 1984, 37 pages. To
appear in Roy. Soc. London (A).
Gonzani, J., Nachshon, A., Turkel, E.: Conjugate gradient coupled with
m_g_igrid for an indefinite problem. ICASE Report No. 84-18, June 7,
1984, 11 pages. Advances in Computer Methods for Partial Differential
Equations V, 1984, pp. 425-427.
Malik, M. R., Zang, T. A., Hussaini, M. Y.: A spe_tr_t/ co_/o_ion m_hod for
the Navier-S£ok_ eq_gio_. ICASE Report No. 84-19, June 8, 1984, 48
pages. To appear in J. Comput. Phys.
Davis, S. F.: TVD finite difference schem_S and arlificial viscosity.ICASE
Report NO. 84-20, June ii, 1984, 35 pages. To appear in SlAM J. Sci.
Statis. Comput.
Canuto, C., Hariharan, S. I., and Lustman, L.: Spe_.ral m_hods for exlerior
_plie problems. ICASE Report No. 84-21, June 12, 1984, 33 pages. To
appear in Numer. Math.
Graif, E. and K. Kunisch: Param_er _timation for the E_er-Bernou£1i-
b_. ICASE Report No. 84-22, June 20, 1984, 42 pages. To appear in
Matematica Aplicada Computacional.
Rosen, I. G.: A numerical scheme for the idenlificalion of hybrid systems
describing the vibration of flexib£e beams with tip bodies. ICASE Report
No. 84-23, June 21, 1984, 36 pages. To appear in J. Math. Anal. Appl.
Banks, H. T. and K. A. Murphy: Esgima£ion of coefficients and bo_n_/_
param_Q._s in hyp_rbo/ic systems. ICASE Report No. 84-24, June 21, 1984,
52 pages. To appear in SIAM J. Control Optim.
Vardi, A.: A new minmax algorithm. ICASE Report No. 84-25, June 21, 1984, 35
pages. Submitted to J. Optim. Theory and Applications.
Banks, H. T. and I. G. Rosen: Approximation techniques for pa_m_
_stimation and feedback control for dislributed models of large flexible
s_c_es. ICASE Report No. 84-26, June 21, 1984, 19 pages. Proc.
Workshop on Identification and Control of Flexible Space Structures, San
Diego, CA, June 4-6, 1984, (G. Rodriguez, ed.).
Turkel, E. and B. Van Leer: Flux vector splitting and Runge-Kutta m_Zhoc_ for
the Eu_r equaYgion_. ICASE Report No. 84-27, June 23, 1984, 9 pages.
Lecture Notes in Physics, No. 218, (Soubbaramayer and J. P. Boujot, eds.),
Springer-Verlag, 1984, Proc. of 9th Intl. Conference on Numerical Methods
in Fluid Dynamics, Saclay, France, pp. 566-570.
Turkel, E.: FaSt soluZion_ 1o the study compressible and incompressible
fluid dynamic eq_ons. ICASE Report No. 84-28, June 23, 1984, 8
pages. Lecture Notes in Physics, No. 218, (Soubbaramayer and J. P.
Boujot, eds.), Springer-Verlag, 1984, Proc. of 9th Intl. Conference on
Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Saclay, France, pp. 571-575.
Gottlieb, D.: Spec_L_ m_thods for compr_sible flow problems. ICASE Report
No. 84-29, June 22, 1984, 20 pages. Lecture Notes in Physics, No. 218,
(Soubbaramayer and J. P. Boujot, eds.), Springer-Verlag, 1984, Proc. of
9th Intl. Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Saclay,
France, pp. 48-61.
Ipsen, I. C. F.: Singu_£_l va_ae decompositionwi_h systolic arrays. ICASE
Report No. 84-30, July 6, 1984, 22 pages. Proc. of the Society of Photo-
Optical Engineers, Bellingham, WA, July 9, 1984.
Ito, K. and R. Teglas: Leg¢ndre-_ approximaZ£on for functionaldiffcrcngial
equations, Pa_Z If: The linear quadratic op_mal control problem. ICASE
Report No. 84-31, July 6, 1984, 65 pages. Submitted to SIAM J. Control &
Optim.
Turkel, E.: Acceleration to _ steady s_te for %J_e E_ equaiSions. ICASE
Report No. 84-32, July 7, 1984, 45 pages. Proc. INRIA Euler Workshop
(SIAM), Rocquencourt, France, December 7-9, 1983.
Bokhari, S. H. and A. D. Raza: Augmenting computer nQ.£works. ICASE Report
No. 84-33, July 8, 1984, 16 pages. Proc. 1984 Intl. Conference on
Parallel Processing, IEEE Computer Society Press, (Robert M. Keller, ed.),
1984, pp. 338-345.
Reed, D. A. and M. L. Patrick: A mod_t of _ync_onou_ itekaZiveaZgoaithms
for solving large, sparse, linear systems. ICASE Report No. 84-34, July
31, 1984, 27 pages. Proc. 1984 Intl. Conference on Parallel Processing,
IEEE Computer Society Press, (Robert M. Keller, ed.), 1984, pp. 402-409.
Reed, D. A. and M. L. Patrick: Parallel, i_a_v_ sol,lion of spars_ lin_r
sys£_ms: Models and Archil_ct_r_s. ICASE Report No. 84-35, August I,
1984, 45 pages. To appear in Parallel Computing.
Tadmor, E.: The w_ll-posedn_ss of £he Kuramo£o-Sivashin_ equaZion. IC___ASE
Report No. 84-36, August 7, 1984, 22 pages. Submitted to SIAM J. Appl.
Math.
Lustman, L.: Th_ time evo21ution of spe_ dis_r_tizaZions of hgpg.r6o/ic
Ays£_ms. ICASE Report No. 84-37, August 7, 1984, 12 pages. Submitted to
SIAM J. Numer. Anal.
Bayliss, A., C. I. Goldstein, and E. Turkel: On ac_Ira_y condilio_s for £h_
numerical computation of waves. ICASE Report No. 84-38, August 9, 1984,
16 pages. To appear in J. Comput. Phys.
Hariharan, S. I.: H_mg_rica£ solution_ of acousZic wave propagationproblems
uSing Eui_r computaZions. ICASE Report No. 84-39, August 10, 1984, 29
pages. Proc. of the AIAA 9th Aeroacoustics Conference, Williamsburg, VA,
August 15-17, 1984, AIAA Paper No. 84-2290.
Tadmor, E.: Th_ ¢xponential accuracy of FotL_ier and Tchebysheu differ¢n_lng
m_hods. ICASE Report No. 84-40, August 20, 1984, 24 pages. To appear in
SIAM J. Numer. Anal.
Gannon, D. and J. Van Rosendale: On the impac£ of comm_ic_on complexity in
£h¢ d_ign of parall_ numerical algorilhms. ICASE Report No. 84-41,
August 22, 1984, 37 pages. IEEE Trans. on Computers, Vol. C-33, No. 12,
December 1984, pp. 1180-1194.
Ito, K.: Legendr_-ra_ approximation for functional diffcr_nlial eq_alions,
Part llI: Eigenva_e approximations and uniform stability. ICASE Report
No 84-42, August 24, 1984, 34 pages. Proc. Second International
Conference on Control Theory for Distributed Parameter Systems and
Applications, Vorau, Austria, 1984.
Berger, M. J.: On conservationat g_d interfaces. ICASE Report No. 84-43,
September 7, 1984, 25 pages. Submitted to J. Comput. Phys.
Osher, S. and S. Chakravarthy: V_ry high order ac_ TVD schem_s. ICASE
Report No. 84-44, September I0, 1984, 61 pages. Submitted to SIAM J.
Numer. Anal.
Elcrat, A. R. and L. N. Trefethen: C_z_6si_ free-sgrcamlineflow over a
po_go_al obsZac_e. ICASE Report No. 84-45, September i0, 1984, 61 pages.
To appear in J. Comput. Appl. Math.
Krause, E.: Review of dome vortex r_rgio_s. ICASE Report No. 84-46,
September 12, 1984, 8 pages. To appear in Computer and Fluids.
Leuze, M.: Par_ triangularization of substructured finite _emen_
problems. ICASE Report No. 84-47, September 13, 1984, 18 pages.
Submitted to Linear Algebra Appl.
Tal-Ezer, H.: A ps_dospe_r_l Legendre method for hyperbolic equations with
an improved s£abig_ condition. ICASE Report No. 84-48, September 14,
1984, 46 pages. Submitted to J. Comput. Phys.
Bayliss, A., C. I. Goldstein, and E. Turkel: The _m_tica% solution of the
H_lmholtz equation for wave propagation problems in underwater acoustics.
ICASE Report No. 84-49, September 17, 1984, 29 pages. To appear in J.
Comput. & Math. Appl.
Burns, J. A., Ito, K., Powers, R. K.: Chandrasekha_ equations and
compu_tiona% algorithms for distributed paramet_ systems. ICASE Report
No. 84-50, September 20, 1984, 23 pages. Proc. 23rd Conference on
Decision and Control, Vol. I, IEEE Control Systems Society, 1984, pp.
262-267.
Rosen, I. G.: Approximation methods for inverse problems involving the
vibration of bums with gip bo_i_. ICASE Report No. 84-51, September 26,
1984, 10 pages. Proc. 23rd IEEE Conference on Decisions and Control, Vol.
3, IEEE Control Systems Society, 1984, pp. 1692-1694.
Canuto, C.: Boundary cond2tions in Chebyshev and Legendre methods. ICASE
Report No. 84-52, October I, 1984, 38 pages. Submitted to SlAM J. Numer.
Anal.
Roe, P. L.: Generalized formu_on of TVD iax-Wendroff sch_s. ICASE
Report No. 84-53, October 23, 1984, 14 pages.
Bokhari, Shahid H.: S_ffle-exc_ng_ on a_gmen£ed m_h_. ICASE Report No.
84-54, October 24, 1984, 12 pages.
Goodman, J. B. and R. J. LeVeque: A geomeY_tic approach 1o high r_o_Lgion TVD
schem_6. ICASE Report No. 84-55, October 29, 1984, 35 pages. Submitted to
SIAM J. Numer. Anal.
Wong, Tin-Chi, C. H. Liu, and J. Geer: CompariSon of uniform p_a_ba_ion
solutions and numerical sol_ons for some potent2al flows past slender
bodi_6. ICASE Report No. 84-56, October 29, 1984, 32 pages. To appear in
Computers & Fluids.
Salas, M. D., S. Abarbanel and D. Gottlieb: Mu_p_ s_ady s_s for
_e£c_isgi_ init_ va_e _roblems. ICASE Report No. 84-57,
November I, 1984, 43 pages. Submitted to J. Comput. Phys.
Rose, Milton E.: A ¢omNac£ finite _eme_ method for _gi¢ bo_i_. ICASE
Report No. 84-58, November 7, 1984, 38 pages. Submitted to Numer. Meth.
for Partial Differential Equations
Lustman, L.: A review of spectra% m_thods. ICASE Report No. 84-59, November
19, 1984, 25 pages. Lecture Series, Numerical Methods for Partial
Differential Equations at University of Tennessee Space Institute, Short
Course, January 1985.
Hussaini, M. Y. and W. D. Lakin: Existence and non-uniqueness of slmilarily
solaZions of a boundary layer problem. ICASE Report No. 84-60,
November 21, 1984, 17 pages. Submitted to Quart. J. Mech. Appl. Math.
Bayliss, A., Maestrello, L. and Turkel, E.: On the i_t_rac_ion of a sound
p_lse with th_ shear layer of an axi_ymm_Iric ]_, Ill. Nonlinear
effects. ICASE Report No. 84-61, November 23, 1984, 22 pages. Submitted
to J. Sound Vib.
Swanson, R. C. and E. Turkel: A mm_tis_age _ime-s£epping seh_m_ for the
Navi_r-S£ok¢s equations. ICASE Report No. 84-62, November 23, 1984, 28
pages. Submitted to AIAA Aerospace Science Meeting, January 14-17, 1985,
Reno, NV., AIAA Paper No. 85-0035.
Brenier, Y. and S. Osher: ApproximateRiemann solvers and n_m%ri_ fl_x
functions. ICASE Report No. 84-63, December 5, 1984, 33 pages. Submitted
to SIAM J. Numer. Anal.
Hall, P. and M. R. Malik: On £he instabiggty of a three-dimensional
attachmenl _ine boun&_ _gr: Weak_j nonlinear theory and a nam_riea_
appora_h. ICASE Report No. 84-64, December 6, 1984, 65 pages. Submitted
to J. Fluid Mech.
Fix, G. J. and M. Suri: Three-dimensional m_ss conserving ¢lemenls for
compressible flows. ICASE Report No. 84-65, December 13, 1984, 27
pages. To appear in Comput. Math. Appl.
Banks, H. T. and J. M. Crowley: ESlimation of maZ_ria_ param_t_%S in _£ic
SyS£em6. ICASE Report No. 84-66, December 28, 1984, 45 pages. Submitted
to Matematica Aplicada e Computacional.
Ito, K. and R. K. Powers: Chansr_6ekhar equationsforinfinitedimensional
SgS£emS. ICASE Report No. 84-67, December 31, 1984, 36 pages. Submitted
to SIAM J. Control Optim.
ICASK Reports: 1983
Phillips,T. N.: N_m6%i_rlsolution of _ coupled pair of _plic equlrlions
from soZid 6£ate _le_troni_6. ICASE Report No. 83-1, January 12, 1983,
18 pages. J. Comput.Phys.,Vol. 53, No. 3, March 1984, pp. 472-483.
Phillips,T. N.: N_ conue_tionin an enclosed_auity. ICASE Report No.
83-2, February 24, 1983, 24 pages. J. Comput. Phys., Vol. 54, No. 3,
June 1984, pp. 365-381.
7Dahlburg, R. B., T. A. Zang, D. C. Montgomery and M. Y. Hussaini: Visco_S,
r_sistive MHD stab£1ity comp_ted by spectraZ techniques. ICASE Report
No. 83-3, March i, 1983, 28 pages. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., Vol. 80,
September 1983, pp. 5798-5802.
Fix, G. J. and M. E. Rose: A comparative study of finite clement and finite
differencemethodsfor Cauchy-Riemanntype equations. ICASE Report No.
83-4, March 28, 1983, 22 pages. SIAM J. Numer. Anal., Vol. 22, No. 2,
April 1985.
Dunn, M. H. and S. I. Hariharan: N_m_Iic_/ compu/d_ons on one-dimenSiona_
inverse s_ring problems. ICASE Report No. 83-5, April 13, 1983, 15
pages. J. Comput. Phys., Vol. 55, No. I, July 1984, pp. 157-165.
Flaherty, J. E. and R. E. O'Malley, Jr.: N_m_iCx_/ m_ods for st_iff sys£_ms
of two-point bo_n_ va_e problem_. ICASE Report No. 83-6, April 7,
1983, 43 pages. SIAM J. Sci. Statist. Comput., Vol. 5, No. 4, December
1984, pp. 865-886.
Chen, G. and Q. Zheng: N-Person differentia£ games par_ I: Duality-finite
clement methods. ICASE Report No. 83-7, April 14, 1983, 67 pages.
Submitted to SIAM J. Control Optim.
Chen, G., W. H. Mills, Q. Zheng and W. Shaw: N-P_rson differential games part
If: The penaZty method. ICASE Report No. 83-8, April 15, 1983, 52
pages. Submitted to SIAM J. Control Optim.
Adams, L. M.: M-S£ep precondilioned conjugate gradient methods. ICASE Report
No. 83-9, April 16, 1983, 29 pages. SIAM J. Sci. & Statist. Comput.,
Vol. 6, No. 2, April 1985.
Zang, T. A., M. Y. Hussaini and D. M. Bushnell: N_C_ computations of
£urbuZence amplificationin shock wave intcracZion. ICASE Report No.
83-10, April 28, 1983, 33 pages. AIAA J., Vol. 22, No. i, January 1984,
pp. 13-21.
Streett, C. L., T. A. Zang and M. Y. Hussaini: Spectral muZgigrid methods
with applications £o transonic potential flow. ICASE Report No. 83-11,
April 29, 1983, 53 pages. J. Comput. Phys., Vol. 57, No. i, January
1985, pp. 43-76.
Zang, T. A., Y. S. Wong and M. Y. Hussaini: Spec/gr_ muZtigrid methods for
_p£_ic eq_ons If. ICASE Report No. 83-12, May 3, 1983, 32 pages.
J. Comput. Phys., Vol. 54, No. 3, June 1984, pp. 489-507.
Banks, H. T. and J. M. Crowley: Parameter identificationin continuum
mod_6. ICASE Report No. 83-13, May 4, 1983, 5 pages. Proc. of 1983
American Control Conference, San Francisco, CA, June 22-24, 1983,
published by IEEE.
Zang, T. A., D. A. Kopriva and M. Y. Hussaini: Pscudosp¢ctral calc_on of
sho_ £a_b_ence in£_cgio_. ICASE Report No. 83-14, May 16, 1983, ii
pages. Proc. of Numerical Methods Conference, (C. Taylor, J. A. Johnson,
W. R. Smith, eds.), Pineridge Press, Swansea, U.K., 1984, pp. 210-221.
Tadmor, E.: The t_rge-time behavior of the sc_, genuinely nonlinear Lax-
F_ied_ic_6 scheme. ICASE Report No. 83-15, June 13, 1983, 30 pages.
Math. Comp., Vol. 43, No. 168, October 1984, pp. 353-368.
Tadmor, E.: Entropy functions for symmcg_ia sys£ems of ao_erv_ion laws.
ICASE Report No. 83-16, June 14, 1983, 7 pages. Submitted to Bull. Amer.
Math. Soc.
Ito, K. and R. G. Teglas: Legen_e-ToaL approximations for fanc_io_
_iff_te_ia_ equ_o_6. ICASE Report No. 83-17, June 14, 1983, 43 pages.
Submitted to SIAM J. Control Optim.
Teglas, R. G.: On the Cobol _nO_i_ S£Y_CYd_Ie of _ C_6S of S_ inp_£
systems. ICASE Report No. 83-18, June 14, 1983, 36 pages. Replaces
ICASE Report No. 81-40. SIAM J. Control Optim., Vol. 22, No. 4, July
1984, pp. 552-569.
Banks, H. T. and G. Majda: Modeling of flexible surfaces: a preliminary
S£_. ICASE Report No. 83-19, June 14, 1983, 23 pages. Math. Modeling,
Vol. 5, 1984, pp. 103-115.
Tadmor, E.: Num_ viscosi£y and the _opy aondiZ_on for co_ervaZ£ve
d_fference Schem_6. ICASE Report No. 83-20, June 14, 1983, 26 pages.
Math. Comp., Vol. 43, No. 168, October 1984, pp. 369-381.
Sritharan, S. S. and A. R. Seebass: Fi_gte ar_ m_thod for nonlinear
SUN_6O_C Co_ flowS. ICASE Report No. 83-21, June 15, 1983, 34
pages. AIAA J., Vol. 22, February 1984, pp. 226-233.
Tadmor, E.: Finite-difference, spec_ and Galerkin m_thod_ for _me-
dependent problems. ICASE Report No. 83-22, June 15, 1983, 53 pages.
Submitted to SlAM Rev.
Adams, L. M. : An M-s£ep precondilloned conjugate gradien£ method for pa_all_
computation. ICASE Report No. 83-23, June 15, 1983, 8 pages. SIAM J.
Sci. & Statist. Comput., Vol. 6, No. 2, April 1985, pp. 452-463.
Fleming, P. J.: CAD of co_g_o£ sys£ems: appgi_on of nonlinear programming
£o _ gin_-q_*_ic form_o_. ICASE Report No. 83-24, June 22,
1983, 7 pages. Proc. of IFAC Workshop on Applications of Nonlinear
Programming to Optimization and Control, June 20-21, 1983, Pergamon
Press, pp. 9-15.
9Banks, H. T., P. L. Daniel and E. S. Armstrong: A sp£ine-b_cd p_m_ and
Stale _s_imation technique for st_ti_ models of e_rStie s_rfac_s. ICASE
Report No. 83-25, June 28, 1983, 61 pages.
Phillips, T. N. and M_ E. Rose: A compact finite diff_ence scheme for
div(p grad u) - q u = 0. ICASE Report No. 83-26, June 29, 1983, 20
pages. Revised under the title A finite diff_enee so_heine for a c._ss of
fg_t-ord_ ¢ggipgicpx_&_ diff_e_&&_ equation. To appear in Intl.
J. Comput. Math. Appl.
Phillips, T. N.: A precondigioned formu_ugion of £he Cauchy-Riemann
equation6. ICASE Report No. 83-27, June 29, 1983, 13 pages. Revised
under the title An _m6edding m_£hod for £h_ Ca_hy-Ri_ann _q_gion. To
appear in IMA J. Numer. Anal.
Canuto, C. and A. Quarteroni: Pr_condigion_dminimalr_idax_ methods for
Che6yshev spe_ __o_. ICASE Report No. 83-28, June 29, 1983,
31 pages. To appear in J. Comput. Phys.
Van Rosendale, J. R.: Algorithmsand data s_c_ for a_p£iv_ m_gtigrid
_gi_ sol_L6. ICASE Report No. 83-29, June 29, 1983, 31 pages.
Appl. Math. Comput., Vol. 13, Nos. 3 and 4, 1983, pp. 453-470.
Dadfar, B. M., J. F. Geer and C. M. Andersen: P_b_on a_ys_ of _e
£im1_ _c_e of th_ free van d_ Pol equ_gion. ICASE Report No. 83-30,
June 29, 1983, 31 pages. SIAM J. Appl. Math., Vol. 44, No. 5, October
1984, pp. 881-895.
Hussaini, M. Y., M. D. Salas and T. A. Zang: Spe_ m_o_6 for %n_is_id,
_om_r_6sfble f_ows. ICASE Report No. 83-31, July 14, 1983, 39 pages. To
appear in Advances in Computational Transonics, (W. G. Habashi, ed.),
Pineridge Press, Swansea, United Kingdom.
Hariharan, S. I. and A. Bayliss: Radiation of sound from unf_nged
c.y_indri_ _6. ICASE Report No. 83-32, July 14, 1983, 28 pages.
SIAM J. Sci. Statist. Comput., Vol. 6, No. 2, April 1985, pp. 285-296.
Adams, L. M. and R. G. Voigt: A m_hodology for exploigingp__ism in lhe
fi_e _m_£ _ro_6s. ICASE Report No. 83-33, September 9, 1983, 36
pages. NATO ASI Series, Vol. FT, (J. Kowallk, ed.), Proc. of NATO
Advanced Research Workshop on High Speed Computation, Julich, West
Germany, June 1983.
Banks, H. T. and K. Kunisch: Th_ linear regu_or problem for paraboli_
SyStem. ICASE Report No. 83-34, July 24, 1983, 28 pages. SIAM J.
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